REPORT ON FIRST ONLINE EVENT WITH PARIED STATE

JHARKHAND

Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat Club of Shree Rayeshwar Institute of Engineering and Information Technology, Shiroda had organized first online event with the paired institute Xavier School of management (XLRI), Jamshedpur during the COVID ’19 lockdown period. The event was “Learning Konkani”, held on 20th July 2020 at 11:00 am.

Ms. Anjali Mitra compered the event. Mr. Naguesh Verleker made the introductory remarks about Konkani Language.

SRIEIT students taught the XLRI students a few sentences that are in common use in Konkani. Finally Naguesh recited a poem written by a famous poet in Konkani and explained its meaning in English to the XLRI students.

Nearly 25 students from both the states had participated in the event.

The event was enjoyed by everyone and was a great success.
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1) How are you? = **Kaso asa tu?**
2) Where are you going? = **Khay vata tu?**
3) What are you doing = **Kid karta tu?**